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Participatory Design to Change Cities.
by Joke Quintens

“BY THINKING AND DOING TOGETHER, NEW INSIGHTS, IDEAS, CONNECTIONS,
PROJECTS AND STORIES ARISE. CO-CREATION ACTIVATES COLLECTIVE
KNOWLEDGE, CREATIVITY AND DILIGENCE OF PEOPLE AND LEADS TO BIG
CHANGES AND IMPROVEMENTS.”
Joke Quintens
Designer and facilitator of co-creation and participation projects.
(since 15 years) www.dwarsdenkers.be
Living Lab and Urban Field Trips Moving*Marseille (since Sept
2016) www.movingmarseille.com
Former Deputy Mayor of the city of Genk. (until Sept 2016)
Responsible for Participation policy, Neighbourhood Development,
Environment, Sustainable Development and Equal Chances.

This portfolio / document contains several projects
of Participatory, Community or Social Design by
Joke Quintens in different roles. As a
processdesigner and facilitator or as a local
politician in a supporting way. These are projects in
Genk (BE), in Marseille (FR) and other places or
organisations.
Today Joke Quintens helps you to design, facilitate
and change people and their cities in a collaborative
and positive way.
You can always call her to exchange or set up things
together.

Context counts

Genk

Marseille

citizen and Deputy Mayor

Genk

citizen, citymaker,
matchmaker, living lab

Marseille

65.000 inhabitants

850.000 inhabitants (1,9 mio Métropôle)

in the north-west of Europe / Belgium
near the center of Europe - Brussels

in the south of Europe / France
at the border of Europe with Afrika (mentally
and fysically)

working class, superdivers

working class, superdivers, poor & unequal

topdown (or organised bottom-up)

topdown and bottom up are different worlds

very present local government
very organised
very performant administration

very absent local government
very un-organised
administration is very difficult to reach

a lot of supported community projects
very poor activism
suffocation of new initiatives by taking it over

very less supported community projects
very strong activism from a need
very poor interested local government in
activistic projects

transitions:
Three former coalmine seats are transformed.
ARTS-project, participatory approach,
Connecting Nature

transitions:
New touristic and cultural city to visit.
diversity, Cultural Capital, across European
borders - from bottom up great transition
projects as greening streets and Parc Foresta

Some community design from Genk:
7 GENK practices & different approaches
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

G360 civil brainstorm
Operatie Mooie Plekjes
The Other Market
Schansbroekpark
Garden of Betty
Neighbourhood Budgets
Greening the City Center

not in this presentation but also
interesting to look at:
* Carpet of Life
* Iedereen Fixt
* Ook Genks, wel Anders
* Beeplan
* Genk Beloont
* City Makers & Informed Cities Forum
* Sustainable Living Summit
* Trademark Stalenstraat
* Keep Forget
* Muhka 40/20
* De Genks
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G360 Civil brainstorm
Brainstorm with civilians in order to gather input for the upcoming strategic plan
for the city of Genk and to bridge the gap between local officers and civilians in
their multiple diversities
Developed by the participatory department of the city of Genk together with 50
local officers of various offices (even our intern mailman!)
Two brainstorms in the footballstadium on 8 topics.
We were able to represent the diversity of Genk in the participants, this took time
and a lot of personal invitations, one of the first intern, horizontal, participatory
processes.
A lot to do in little time...
453 participants, 2000 ideas, a concrete example of what participation is like for
local officers that aren’t used to work like this.

Genk practices
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Operatie Mooie Plekjes
A call for ideas that could pimp specific neglected
but important locations in Genks’ public space
The participatory department of the city of Genk
Call through social media and city magazine and
with a bustour. A jury selected 5 ideas.
Open call, multidisciplinal jury, connecting as
much as possible ideas to existing masterplans,
giving feedback to every applicant
The ownership of the applicant of his idea was
somethimes overrated / Difficult to combine
different places
3 locations pimped: a hangout spot for the elderly,
a mural, an outside waiting- and restzone at the
busstation

Genk practices

The Other Market
Different urban talks about (un)employment and skills
Researchers from the traders.eu consortium together with the participatory
department of the city of Genk
With a living lab as base, a cargobike with a built-in letterpress travelled the streets
of Genk for interviews on the skills in Genk, leading towards workshops on new
ways and places of work
Alternative approach to a high sensitive subject in Genk
Language, fluid interactions
After 12 months: 150 interviews, 65 skill-portrets (also on a blog), 3 working
stations Construction, Recycle/Upcyvle, Music

Genk practices

Schansbroekpark
A multifunctional but old and hidden recreative zone, owned by the Flemish
government and in need of big ecohydrologic measures
The Flemish government, the participatory department together with the
environmental department of the city of Genk
Choice to invite all the neighbours and users of the park to co-create the new park
Explicit choice to develop a very interactive co-creative process with very little
givens or limitations in designing the park, 3 days of workshops with experts and
users / neighbours
Door to door inviting, approaching all the stakeholdersgroups
Language and illiteracy
A shared concept of the new parkzone, all functions accommodated

Genk practices

Garden of Betty
Community Garden in an urban context – Co-creation project of engaged citizens,
organisations and city services
Volunteers (thinkers and do-ers), neighbourhood manager, Velt, Luca School of Arts
Organic growing and developing civilian initiative- district manager supports but
doesn’t steer – involving community partners and possible stakeholders like schools
Effort and belief from volunteers who feel they get the space and support to
experiment - foodrelated activities which connect people – support from district
manager, Heempark and ‘green service’ – green oasis in an tarmac and concrete
environment
No traditional ‘projectmanagement’ so outcome is unpredictable and unsure –
people in the direct neighborhood have low affinity with ecology/gardening ‘feitelijke vereniging’ so no official structure/legal status – funding
Maintenance of the garden by volunteers, residents who can use the m²-gardens, a
lot of activities and new social contacts, hopefully an ‘ecocontainer’ in the future

Neighbourhood Budgets
A budget line to support and stimulate innovative citizen projects – max 2500 €/
project
Every group of minimum 4 citizens who have a good idea to improve the liveability,
the social cohesion, the communication or the public space in their neighbourhood.
Simple application form – support from the neighbourhood manager (if needed) – 4
times/year – jury – 90 % of the budget is financed at the start.
Authonomy of the initiative – real citizens engagement as wel in the development as
the realisation, pré-financing, sometimes against other city policy – relevant
financial support …
Financial responsibility – timing - procedure
22 projects realised – average of 3 projects /year is to little

Genk practices

Greening The City center
The city center lacks a green character but injecting sustainable green is a complex
exercise in a relatively small and very multifunctional area.
Several departments of our local authority were developing scenarios. But we also
asked the city center inhabitants to develop their own view on this topic.
The civil advisory council on environment was looking for a contemporary way to
involve more civilians than themselves in the city policy on ecology and
sustainability. They invited fellow inhabitants for a brainstormwalk and
drawingsessions, together with local officers from different departments.
A advisory council willing to open up and to let go of more old-fashioned ways of
participating (in form and in composition of the group), a city that engaged itself to
sincerely consider the outcome.
A multifunctional use of limited space means that a lot of givens have to be
respected. This is difficult for a civilian who just wants more green.
100 ideas were generated, several were selected for further investigation and/or
realisation. The city of Genk has accepted its examplesetting role, and will realise
several green areas next to the city hall.

Genk practices

3 own and recent projects
from Marseille

Citizentwinning Marseille - Rotterdam
Rotterdam and Marseille have a lot of
similarities.
In stead of twinning policy makers, we
set up an exchange program between
citymakers from both cities. Together
with Verhalenhuis Belvédère in
Rotterdam, Moving*Marseille puts a lot
of energy in this voluntary project.
Together with citymakers of both cities
we research and discover together
how the superdiversity of our both
cities accelerates transitions.
We organised a community diner
about Marseille in Rotterdam.
10 Rotterdam citymakers visited
Marseille and met 20 citymakers and
their projects.
Summer 2018 10 Marseille citymakers
will do the same in Rotterdam.

Urban Field Trips

www.movingmarseille.com

To matchmake inspiration, people and projects, we set up learning travels through
Marseille about topics such as diversity, bottom-up urban development, social
innovation. To inspire our visitors, to give an international forum to Marseille
citymakers, to exchange, to work towards better, resilient cities and citizens.

Living Lab Moving*Marseille
In our Living Lab Moving*Marseille we search for inspiration and an answer to the
question how superdiversity is the motor of a city in transition.
Marseille is our lab, the city our research field, practicing community and participatory
design, co-creation and innovation. Bringing citymakers together. Reflecting about
the city and acting by interventions in Marseille.

3 more examples of initiatives
about community design from
Joke Quintens

Wetopia

In Wetopia we take action to build our community together. Civilians, activists, artists,
scientists, entrepreneurs, civil servants, policy makers,… When people have little faith in
politics it is necessary that we try to reshape our society together. Meanwhile people are
already constructing Wetopia.

When you want transitions to work and systems to change, everybody has to be involved.
Not only scientists and policy makers with their administrations. Everybody takes/can take
responsibilities to accelerate transitions.
In Wetopia we see new alliances also without government, a lot of
regaining pride and self-esteem
and the strength of a superdivers
community.
In practice, we set up “Wetopia”
as a lecture and as an event on
Festival van de Gelijkheid in Ghent
in December 2017. It is an
ongoing idea wherein community
designers, associations, civilians,
scientists and policy makers keep
on sharing and inspiring.

Ravenshoutbrigade
Co-creating with the employees from 15
different companies on a huge industrial
area, covering parts of 4 municipalities, an
awareness campaign about sustainable
commuting and mobility in wich they are the
change agents themselves.

Slow tourism Antwerp
With 50 actors of slow-ness in the region of
Antwerp, we designed together a new narrative
about slow tourism, focused on nature & parcs,
water, food, routes, accomodations.
The result was an inspiration book with lots of
possible projects to start up theirselves.

Some thoughts

Every context is an opportunity.
DNA
scale of a city / history of a
city / people of a city /
characteristics of a city
GOVERNANCE
policy / political representation
city organisation / civil servants
civil society

Stop talking, start doing.
Doing versus talking
labo / experiment /also with different
talking
Who has to do it? Inspire or govern?

customise!
Skills versus tools.
Direct impact in every direction.

Filip De Rynck: “strong governance
needs strong bottom up/civil initiatives...
and the way around!”
The idea of the “space in between”

Direct impact on local policy.
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